
Index

Abu Dhabi oil case 8–9
ACICA (Australian Centre for International

Commercial Arbitration) 37
on IBA Rules of Evidence 313
overview 505
sample multi-tiered clause 198

ACICA Rules 55, 63–5, 81, 134, 195
amendment of claims 328
appropriate time to decide jurisdiction

209–10
arbitrators in multi-party disputes 255
avoiding delay and expense 317
on chairpersons 261
finality of awards 390
formal appointment of arbitrators 267
interim measures 361
misconduct of arbitrators 296
number of arbitrators 248
representation 324
types of costs 403–4
witness confidentiality 377

ad hoc arbitration 27–8, 195–7
arbitration rules 310
notification or deposit of award 392

ad hoc rules 197
ADR see amicable dispute resolution
Agreement Establishing the ASEAN–

Australia–New Zealand Trade Area
(2009) 30, 480, 481, 482

Alabama Claims Arbitration 5, 6
Alexander VI (Pope) 4
alter ego doctrine 165–7
alternative dispute resolution see amicable

dispute resolution
amendment of claims 328–9
amiable compositeur 138–43
amicable dispute resolution (ADR)

differences from arbitration 19–20
history in Asia 45–7

Aramco case 10–11
arb-med

arbitral proceedings 333–7
CIETAC Rules 334–5

and impartiality 293–4
nature of 46–7

arbitrability of a dispute
determination of 182–9
objective arbitrability 186–9
subjective arbitrability 182–6

arbitral awards: challenge and enforcement
balance between autonomy of arbitral

process and control of national courts
411–12

challenging awards 415–26
consequences of challenge 426
enforcement 7–8
enforcement of New York Convention

awards 427–46
enforcement refusal grounds 447–68
enforcement under Model Law 94–5
execution of awards 420
finality of awards 412–15
forum non conveniens 471
international enforcement 24–5
non-New York Convention enforcement

416
recognition of awards 427
recognition under Model Law 94–5
setting aside 94, 417–24
state control over awards at seat of

arbitration 415–17
state immunity 473–6
state responsibility for illegal court

interference 471–3
time limits 424–6

arbitral awards: content and form
consent awards 398–9
content, form and effect 382–92
correction and interpretation 409–10
costs 403–8
decisions 393
default awards 399
definition 392–5
domestic awards 400–1
drafting 388–9
final awards 395
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arbitral awards (cont.)
finality 390–2
foreign awards 400–1
formalities 382–3
interim awards 396–8
international awards 400–1
majority decisions 401–3
non-domestic awards 400–1
notification or deposit of award 392
orders or measures 396–8
partial awards 396
payment of costs 404–6
provisional awards 396–8
reasons for award 383–5
scrutiny of draft award 389–90
separate and dissenting opinions 401–3
signature, place and date 386
time limits 386–7
types 395–403

arbitral institutions
in Asia-Pacific region 37–8, 505–11,

512
assessment of impartiality and

independence 280–2
choosing 28
confidentiality provisions 377–8
cost of services 26–7
decisions on arbitrator misconduct

297–8
in early 20th century 6–8
examination of jurisdiction 230–3
listed by region 512–13
procedural rules 310
related associations and organisations in

Asia-Pacific 38–9
role 25–6
rules as sources of procedural law and

practice 31
versus ad hoc arbitration 27–8

arbitral jurisdiction
appropriate time to decide jurisdiction

209–11
competence-competence rule 214–30
consensual nature 202
effect of a court or arbitral institution’s

prima facie examination 233–4
effects of jurisdictional decisions

233–44
ex officio examination by arbitral

institution 208–9
examination by arbitral institution

230–3
jurisdictional objections raised by a party

206–8

multi-contract arbitrations 233
multiparty arbitrations 231–2
negative jurisdictional decisions

237–40
overview of objections raised 203–5
partial and absolute jurisdictional

objections 205–6
preliminary issues 205–14
recourse against an arbitral tribunal’s

jurisdictional decision 234–40
scope of court review of tribunal’s

jurisdictional decisions 240–2
subsidiary orders with negative

jurisdictional decisions 242–4
waiver of right to invoke an arbitration

agreement 211–14
arbitral procedural law see procedural law;

procedural law and practice: sources
arbitral procedure

amendment of claims 328–9
arb-med 333–7
bifurcation and trifurcation 330
choosing the law to govern arbitral

procedure 99
expedited arbitration procedures 332–3
hearings and written proceedings 93
initiating the arbitration 323–4
institutional v ad hoc arbitration procedure

310
interim measures 361
on-site inspections 329–30
overview of typical procedural steps

322–3
party default and non-participating parties

330–2
preliminary meeting 325–6
representation 324–5
termination of proceedings 337
terms of reference 326
written submissions 326–8
see also procedure of arbitration

arbitral tribunals
absence of court interference in conflict of

laws decisions 105, 106
agreements to replace arbitrators 302
challenges to arbitrators 273–301
choice of lex mercatoria 134–5
choosing an arbitrator 256–66
competence-competence rule 214–30
conflict of laws rules of seat of arbitration

107–8
constitution of 246–56
cumulative application of conflict of rules

laws connected to dispute 108–9
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deciding cases without law 138–43
deliberations and decision-making

379–82
ex officio examination of jurisdiction

208–9
formal appointment of arbitrators

266–7
and general principles of private

international law 109–10
and law with closest connection to the

dispute 110–11
and mandatory laws 122–5
multiparty arbitrations 253–6
need for high quality arbitrators 251
number of arbitrators 246–50
obligations of arbitrators 267–73
orders 379
positive jurisdictional decisions 235–7
procedure for constituting 250–3
recourse against jurisdictional decision

234–40
replacement of arbitrators 302–3
resignation of arbitrators 301–2
scope of court review of jurisdictional

decisions 240–2
selecting a set of conflict of laws rules

112
substantive law of seat of arbitration

106–7
and trade usages 129–31

arbitrary treatment, under international
investment treaties 496–7

arbitration
and ‘amicable’ (alternative) dispute

resolution 19–20
birth of modern international law 3–17
definitions 2
domestic v international arbitration

20–1
and expert determination 191–2
finality of outcomes 23–4
history 3
key features 21–8
and litigation 18–19, 23–4
overview 21–8
party autonomy and procedure 23
prior to 20th century 3–6
seat of 22
types 2

arbitration agreements
ad hoc or institutional arbitration

195–7
advisable elements to include 194–5
alter ego and group of companies 165–7

arbitrability 182–9
assignment 168–9
attaching conditions 181–2
capacity of a party to enter into an

agreement 169–70
certainty of the seat if designated 193
choice of which law governs the agreement

99
consolidation 172–5
and defined legal relationship 170–2
definition and formal requirements

146–50
definition under 1985 Model Law 90–1,

146–7
definition under 2006 Model Law

147–9
determining existence of a dispute

180–1
doctrine of separability 155–64
drafting 189–201
enforcement 179–82
essential elements 189
estoppel 167–8
identity of parties 163, 164–70, 189
and incorporation by reference 151–5
international enforcement 24–5
and investor-state arbitration 145–6
joinder and intervention 172–4,

175–8
law governing 159–63
multi-tiered arbitration clauses 197–8
nature and function 21, 144
need for 145–6
New York Convention requirements

147, 149
non-signatories 164–5
obligation to arbitrate 189–93
pathological agreements 199–201
subject matter and scope of arbitration

193
submission agreements 146
and substantive claims 91
third party notices 172–4, 178–9
types 146
validity 158–9
validity when determined independently

of national laws 163–4
waiver of right to invoke 211–14
what not to include 198–9
writing requirement 150

arbitration education 43
arbitration legislation, in Asia-Pacific region

517
arbitration and mediation see arb-med
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arbitration proceedings
delocalisation and international relations

theory 71–2
delocalisation and relevant legal

provisions 72–8
delocalised view of link to seat of

arbitration 68–70
traditional view of link to seat of

arbitration 66–7
arbitration rules

applicable version of rules 311
choice of 276, 308–9, 452
failure to object to non-compliance with

procedural rules 310–11
function 59
nature and function 59
and procedural law 63–5
relationship to procedural laws and lex

arbitri 65–6
arbitration support associations 39
arbitrators

agreements to replace 302
appointment under Model Law 91–2
chairpersons and sole arbitrators 261–2
challenges for misconduct 294–301
challenges for partiality or lack of

independence 274–94
challenges to 274–6
choosing 256–66
conflict of laws methodology 105–13
difference between qualifications and

qualities 256
discerning parties’ implicit choice of law

111–12
disclosure obligations 270
duty to avoid delay and expense 316–18
eligibility and role 21–2
fees 299–300, 407–8
formal appointment 266–7
general obligations and potential liability

268–70
general principles of disclosure 270–1
grounds for challenge of appointment 92
impartiality and independence 274–6
main principle guiding appointment

246
need for cultural understanding 51–2
obligations 267
party-nominated co-arbitrators 262–5
pre-appointment interviews 265–6
procedural aspect of challenge process

276–9
qualifications of an international arbitrator

256–60

qualities 260–1
quality 245
replacement of 273, 296–7, 302–3,

472
resignation 301–2
standard for party-nominated

co-arbitrators 292–3
Arbitrators and Mediators Institute of New

Zealand (AMINZ), Arbitration Appeal
Tribunal (AAT) 38

Argentina, bilateral treaty with Spain 498
ASEAN–ANZ Treaty 30, 480, 481, 482
Asia-Pacific region

arbitral institutions 37–8, 505–11,
512

difficulties in enforcement of New York
Convention awards 431

national arbitration legislation 517
Asia-Pacific Regional Arbitration Group

(APRAG) 38
Asian Chapter of ICC Young Arbitrators’

Forum 39, 265
Asian culture

and dispute resolution 44
and international arbitration 43
and social, religious and political diversity

43–4
Asian legal systems, colonial legacies 47–8
AT & T case 283–4
Australasian Forum for International

Arbitration (AFIA) 38, 265
Australia

adoption of 2006 amendments to the
Model Law 35

adoption of the Model Law in
state/territory laws 35

bilateral treaty with China on the
Reciprocal Encouragement and
Protection of Investments 145, 495

bilateral treaty with India on the
Promotion and Protection of
Investments 497

difficulties in enforcement under New York
Convention 431, 432

International Arbitration Amendment Bill
2009 64, 65, 150, 285, 291

misapplication of arbitration principles
42

Australian Centre for International
Commercial Arbitration see ACICA

awards see arbitral awards: challenge and
enforcement; arbitral awards: content
and form; foreign arbitral awards;
international arbitral awards
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BAC (Beijing Arbitration Commission)
Arbitration Rules 37, 226–7
overview 506

Bangladesh, difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 41, 472–3

Bangladesh Council of Arbitration, Rules of
Arbitration 80, 175, 258, 301

BANI (Indonesian National Arbitration
Board)

overview 506
Rules of Arbitration 37, 230, 325

Barcelona Traction case 491
Beijing Arbitration Commission see BAC
Bhatia case 77, 225, 366, 418
bifurcation 46, 210–11, 330
bilateral enforcement agreements

436–7
bilateral investment treaties (BITs) 42,

479–80
Bulgaria

bilateral treaty with Cyprus on Mutual
Encouragement and Protection of
Investments 498

bilateral treaty with Finland on Mutual
Encouragement and Protection of
Investments 498

Cambodia, bilateral treaty with Malaysia for
Promotion and Protection of
Investments 496

Cambodian Arbitration Council 39
Cambodian National Arbitration Centre

15–17
CENTRAL Transnational Law Database

136
chairpersons (tribunals) 261–2
challenging arbitrators 26, 92, 195,

273–301, 492
challenging awards

consequences of challenge 426
setting aside awards 417–24
state control over awards at seat of

arbitration 415–17
time limits 424–6

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
establishment 7
Practice Guidelines on the

Pre-Appointment Interview of
Prospective Arbitrators 265–6

Chile, bilateral treaty with Spain 498
China (Mainland)

agreements with Hong Kong and Macau on
mutual enforcement of arbitral awards
9

bilateral investment treaties 42, 145,
479

bilateral treaty with Australia on
Encouragement and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments 495, 497

bilateral treaty with Germany on the
Encouragement and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments 497

difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 40, 42

history of arbitration 3–4
see also BAC

Chorzów Factory case 500–1
Chromalloy case 69–70, 74, 78, 460
CIETAC (Chinese International Economic

and Trade Arbitration Commission),
overview 507

CIETAC Rules
for arb-med 334–5
arbitral institution’s examination of

jurisdiction 230
arbitrators in multi-party disputes 256
awards 139
on chairpersons 261
disclosure obligations of arbitrators 271
drafting awards 388
existence and validity of arbitration

agreements 227
finality of awards 390
initiating the arbitration 323–4
misconduct of arbitrators 296
pathological clauses 226
scrutiny of draft award 389–90
time limits on awards 387
update 38
witness confidentiality 377

civil law procedures 318–22
civil law traditions 48
claims, characterisation as contractual or

otherwise 114–15
Coke, Edward (Sir) 5
colonial empires, use of third party

sovereigns as arbitrators 4
comity principle, in New York Convention

10
commercial arbitration 2
commercial reservation 441–3
common law procedure 318–22
common law tradition 48
compensation

for expropriation in investment treaties
500

for non-expropriatory treaty breaches
500
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competence-competence rule
arbitral tribunal’s determination of

jurisdiction 214–30
and extent of domestic court intervention

218–28
China–New Zealand FTA 42
importance of 228–30
in JCAA Rules 216
in Model Law 216, 219, 220
nature and function 215–17
role of institutions 231
in SIAC Rules 216

compulsory arbitration 145
conciliation 45–7, 333–7
Conference on International Commercial

Arbitration 1958 (New York
Conference) 9–10

confidentiality and privacy 371–8
conflict of law issues

arbitral procedure 99
arbitration agreements 99
individual reference or instance of

arbitration 99
in international arbitration 98–100
in international litigation 97–8
parties’ substantive rights 100
party’s legal capacity 99–100
rules and direct approaches 103–4
supervisory, supportive and enforcement

measures 99
types of 96–100

conflict of laws rules
in absence of party choice 103–4
cumulative application 108–9
general principles of private international

law 109–10
of the seat of arbitration 104–5,

107–8
selecting 112

consent awards 398–9
consolidation, in arbitration proceedings

172–8
costs

of arbitration v parties’ costs 404
arbitrators’ fees 407–8
awarding 403–8
in ICSID arbitration 501
payment by which party and in what

proportion 404–6
sealed offers 406–7
security for 369–70
taxation of costs 408

Court of Arbitration for Sport 56
Cyprus, bilateral treaty with Bulgaria on

Mutual Encouragement and Protection
of Investments 498

default awards 399
deliberations 128–9, 246, 379–82, 386,

388
deliberations and decision-making

379–82
delocalisation

attitudes in Asia-Pacific court decisions
77–8

and conflict of laws rules 107–8
diluted or hybrid form 79
guidance for common law jurisdictions

78
and ICSID Convention 78
influence on international arbitration

practice 79
and international relations theory

71–2
and liberal internationalism 72
and mandatory laws 69
and New York Convention

73–5
pure form 78–9
relevant legal provisions 72–8

delocalised/contractual conception of
arbitration 68–70

diplomatic protection 13, 481, 489,
491–3

discriminatory treatment, under
international investment treaties
496–7

dispute resolution
arbitration v expert determination

191–2
in Asian history and culture 44

dissenting opinions 401–3
doctrine of separability

of arbitration agreements 151, 155–64,
216

consequences of application
158

criticisms 156
and disputed existence of the contract

156–8
importance of 155–6
law governing main contract and

arbitration agreement 159–63
as a legal fiction 156
in Model Law 155
validity of arbitration agreement

determined independently of national
laws 163–4

validity of main contract and arbitration
agreement 158–9

document requests, procedures under
common law, civil law and international
arbitration 320
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documentary evidence
adverse inferences drawn from non-

production 345–6
court assistance in document production

342–3
document production in arbitral practice

341
document production in domestic courts

340–1
electronic documents 346
IBA Rules of Evidence and document

production 343–6
in international arbitration 339–46
procedures under common law, civil law

and international arbitration 319–20
domestic arbitration 2, 20–1
domestic awards 400–1
domestic courts

assessment of impartiality and
independence of arbitrators 282–92

assistance in issuing interim orders
363–8

decisions on arbitrator misconduct
298–301

document production 340–1
inappropriateness of using the same bias

test for judges and arbitrators 291–2
selected decisions on partiality and lack of

independence 287–91
state responsibility for illegal court

interference with awards 471–3
tests for assessing impartiality and

independence of judges and arbitrators
283–7

Draft Convention on the International
Responsibility of States for Injuries to
Aliens (1961) 12

due process 306–7, 313–6, 453–5, 494
violation of 453–5

Dutco case 254–5

East Asian Branch of the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators 39, 512

Egypt, ancient history of arbitration 4
electronic documents 346
enforceability of international arbitration

1, 99
enforcement of arbitral awards 62
enforcement of ICSID awards 503–4
enforcement of New York Convention awards

advantages of international commercial
arbitration over international litigation
427–30

application of the New York Convention
437–44

at the seat of arbitration 436

bilateral and multilateral enforcement
agreements 436–7

commercial reservation 441–3
delays in enforcement 445–6
difficulties in Asia-Pacific region 431
documents required 443–4
implementation of New York Convention

431–5
need for improvements 430–1
reciprocity reservation 440–1
retroactivity of New York Convention

444
temporal issues 444–6
time limits 444–5

enforcement refusal
adjournment of enforcement proceedings

467–8
arbitrability 461
Article V(1) of New York Convention

451–60
Article V(2) of New York Convention

460, 461–7
award not yet binding or set aside

459–60
in China 449–50
excess of jurisdiction 455–7
ICSID Convention internal annulment

mechanism 450
irregularity in procedure or composition of

arbitral tribunal 457–9
overlap of New York Convention with

Articles 34, 35 and 36 of Model Law
450–1

overview 447–68
party incapacity or agreement invalidity

451–3
public policy 461–7

equal treatment, right to 315–16
estoppel 167–8, 201, 204, 231, 311, 375
European Community Regulation on the Law

Applicable to Contractual Obligations
(Rome I Regulation) 120–1

European Community Regulation on the Law
Applicable to Non-contractual
Obligations (Rome II Regulation) 116,
117–18, 125

European Convention on Human Rights
476

European Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration (1961) 30

evidence
burden and standard of proof 316
categories 338
document production in domestic courts

340–1
documentary evidence 339–46
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evidence (cont.)
expert evidence 350–4
IBA Rules of Evidence 312–13
witness evidence 346–8

ex aequo et bono 138–43
ex parte preliminary orders 361–3
execution of awards 470–3
expedited arbitration procedures 332–3
expert determination v arbitration 191–2
expert evidence

in arbitral proceedings 350–4
need for 350
party-appointed experts 350–1
tribunal-appointed experts 351–2
witness conferencing 352–4

expert witnesses, procedures under common
law, civil law and international
arbitration 321

expropriation
compensation for 500
under international investment treaties

494–5

fair and equitable treatment, under
international investment treaties
495–6

final awards 395
finality of arbitral awards 390–2, 412–15
finality of international arbitration 1, 23–4
Finland, bilateral treaty with Bulgaria on

Mutual Encouragement and Protection
of Investments 498

flexibility of international arbitration 1
foreign arbitral awards 7–8, 400–1,

418–19
forum non conveniens 471
France, position on validity of arbitration

agreements 163–4
free trade agreements

nature of 480–1
as sources of procedural law and practice

in international arbitration 30–1
full protection and security, under

international investment treaties 496

Geneva Convention on the Execution of
Foreign Arbitral Awards (1927) 8, 30,
34

Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses
(1923) 7–8, 30, 34

German Institution of Arbitration, DIS Rules
278

Germany, bilateral treaty with China on the
Encouragement and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments 497

globalisation, and international law in early
20th century 6–9

Gough test 283, 286–7
Grain Feed Trade Association, arbitration

rules 412
group of companies doctrine 165–7

The Hague Convention (1899) 6
The Hague Convention (1907) 6
The Hague Convention on Choice of Court

Agreements (2005) 11, 428
hearings

in arbitral proceedings 354–7
common law, civil law and international

arbitration procedures compared
320–1

HKIAC Electronic Transaction Arbitration
Rules 357

Hilmarton case 69–70, 74, 460
HKIAC (Hong Kong International Arbitration

Centre), overview 507
HKIAC Electronic Transaction Arbitration

Rules 357
HKIAC Rules

amendments 37
challenges against arbitrators 280
choice of lex mercatoria 134
on deliberations of tribunals 380
failure to object to non-compliance with

procedural rules 310
number of arbitrators 248–9
procedural rules 308
replacement of arbitrators 303
seat of arbitration 55, 81
time limits on awards 387

HKIAC Schedule of Fees and Costs of
Arbitration 392

Hong Kong
adoption of 2006 amendments to the

Model Law 35
agreement with China on mutual

enforcement of arbitral awards
9

importance as an arbitration jurisdiction
36, 37

IBA (International Bar Association),
self-regulation 32

IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest in
International Arbitration 32–3

arb-med 336
disclosure obligations 270,

271–3
pre-appointment interviews for arbitrators

265
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IBA Rules of Ethics for International
Arbitrators 267, 380

IBA Rules of Evidence 32, 312–13
and document production 343–6
hearings 354
on-site inspections 329
party-appointed experts 350–1
tribunal-appointed experts 351–2
witness conferencing 352–4
witness evidence 348–50

ICA (Indian Council of Arbitration), overview
508

ICA Rules 80, 175, 249, 399
ICC (International Chamber of Commerce)

Congress, Rome 1923 7
establishment 7
role in lobbying for international arbitral

award 9
ICC Commission on Arbitration

Report on Drafting Arbitral Awards 32,
394

Task Force on time and costs in arbitration
317–18

ICC Court (ICC International Court of
Arbitration)

assessment of independence of arbitrators
280–2

establishment and mission 7
on joinder of parties to arbitration

agreements 177–8
multi-contract arbitrations 233
multiparty arbitrations 231–2
office of Secretariat established in Hong

Kong 37
overview 510
removal of arbitrators 297–8
resignation of arbitrators 301–2

ICC Rules
amendment of claims 328–9
arbitral institution’s examination of

jurisdiction 230–1
on arbitrator misconduct 297–8
avoiding delay and expense 316
consolidation 175
disclosure obligations of arbitrators

271
formal appointment of arbitrators 267
institutional arbitration 195
right to equal treatment 315
scrutiny of draft award 389–90
seat of arbitration 82
waiver of right to invoke arbitration

agreement 214
ICC Young Arbitrators’ Forum, Asian Chapter

39, 265

ICSID (International Centre for the
Resolution of Investment Disputes)

arbitration claims against states from the
Asia-Pacific 36

background and structure 482–3
establishment and operation 13
self-contained procedure 492–3

ICSID Additional Facility Rules 488
ICSID arbitration

advantages 489
applicable substantive law 486–7
consent to 487
contrasted to international commercial

arbitration 3
disadvantages 489–91
jurisdiction 483
and nationality 485–6
and requirement of an ‘investment’

483–5
ICSID awards

annulment 502
enforcement 503–4

ICSID Convention (Washington Convention
on the Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals
of Other States 1965)

assessment of 488
and choice of law 486–7
and delocalisation 78
exclusion of diplomatic protection and

investor’s direct rights 491–2
on exhaustion of domestic remedies

493
formulation and acceptance 11–13
and ICSID arbitration 3–17
innovative features 491–3
internal annulment mechanism

450
ICSID Rules

on appropriate time to decide jurisdiction
210

arbitral institution’s examination of
jurisdiction 230, 231

separate opinions 401
impartiality and independence

and arb-med or med-arb 293–4
of arbitrators 274–6
assessment by arbitral institutions

280–2
assessment by domestic courts 282–92

implied intent 111–12
implied negative choice theory 111
in rem rights 189
independence of arbitrators, v impartiality

274–6
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India
bilateral treaty with Australia on the

Promotion and Protection of
Investments 497

difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 40–2, 418

history of arbitration 4
Indian Council of Arbitration (ICA)

overview 508
Rules of Arbitration 80, 175, 249,

399
Indonesia

bilateral treaty with Malaysia for the
Promotion and Protection of
Investments 498

difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 40–1, 443

dispute resolution culture 47
Indonesian National Arbitration Board

(BANI) 37, 230, 325, 506
industry self-regulation, as a source of

procedural law and practice in
international arbitration 32

Inter-American Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration (1975) 30

interest, awards in ICSID arbitration 501
interim awards 396–8
interim measures

in arbitral proceedings 357–68
arbitral rules 361
court assistance 363–8
ex parte preliminary orders 361–3
national laws 358–61
nature and function of 357
tribunal-ordered interim measures

357–63
international arbitral awards, as sources for

procedural law and practice 33
international arbitration

and Asian culture 43
Asian variation of 51–3
barriers in certain Asia-Pacific countries

40–3
definition 20
differences from domestic arbitration

20–1
enforceability of 1
enforcement of agreements and awards

24–5
evolution in the West 48–50
finality of 1
flexibility of 1
growth in number of cases in Asia-Pacific

39–40

history and growth in the Asia-Pacific
33–43

influence of delocalisation 79
influence of preferences of transnational

companies 52
juridical conception 107
need for procedures that are culturally

acceptable to both sides 51–2
neutrality of 1
popularity of 1
sources of procedural law and practice

28–33
and state sovereignty 66–7
Western influence on Asian international

arbitration culture 50–1
witness statements or affidavits 319–20

international awards 400–1
International Bar Association see IBA
International Chamber of Commerce see ICC
international commercial arbitration

advantages over international litigation
427–30

first case in modern era 5–6
states as parties 3
v commercial arbitration 2
v ICSID arbitration 3

international conventions, as the source of
procedural law and practice 30

International Council for Commercial
Arbitration’s (ICCA) Yearbook of
Commercial Arbitration 31

International Court of Justice 491, 500
breaches of investment treaty obligations

30
inspiration for 6

international investment law, and
investment treaty arbitration 478–9

international law, development in early 20th
century 6–9

International Law Association, International
Commercial Arbitration Committee
taskforce on content of applicable law
127–9

international litigation
conflict of law issues 97–8
and law governing the procedure 98
and law governing the parties’ substantive

rights 98
international relations theory

and delocalisation 71–2
liberal internationalism 72
realism 71–2

investment arbitration see investment treaty
arbitration
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investment treaties
bilateral investment treaties 479–80
dispute settlement clauses 481
fork in the road provisions 481
free trade agreements 480–1
nature of 479–82
as sources of procedural law and practice

in international arbitration 30–1
investment treaty arbitration 3

advantages of ICSID Convention 489
annulment of ICSID awards 502
and arbitrary or discriminatory treatment

496–7
and background and structure of ICSID

482–3
and choice of law 486–7
compensation for expropriation 500
compensation for non-expropriatory treaty

breaches 500–1
and consent to ICSID arbitration 487
costs 501
disadvantages of ICSID Convention

489–91
dispute settlement clauses in treaties

481
enforcement of ICSID awards 503–4
and exclusion of diplomatic protection and

investor’s direct rights 491–2
and exhaustion of domestic remedies

493
and expropriation 494–5
and fair and equitable treatment 495–6
full protection and security 496
and ICSID Convention (1965) 11–13
and ICSID jurisdiction 483
and ICSID’s self-contained procedure

492–3
and individual’s nationality 485
interest 501
and international investment law

478–9
investment treaties 479–82
key features of 477–8
and most favoured nation treatment

498–9
and national treatment 497
and nationality of corporations 485–6
nature and significance 477
remedies 500–2
and requirement of an ‘investment’

483–5
substantive rights and protections

493–9
umbrella clauses 499

investor-state arbitration 413–14
and arbitration agreements 145–6
in the Asia-Pacific region 36

Iran–United States Claims Tribunal 15,
314–15, 328, 338, 339, 345, 351,
401, 409, 500

Japan
arbitrators 257
disinterest in arbitration 43
preference for negotiation and settlement

over law 45–6
reciprocity reservation 441

Japanese Commercial Arbitration
Association (JCAA) overview 508

JCAA Administrative and Procedural Rules
for Arbitration under the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules 309

JCAA Rules
arbitral tribunals 175, 178
arbitrators in multi-party disputes 255
competence-competence rule 216
interim measures 361
number of arbitrators 247, 248
update 37

joinder and intervention, in arbitration
agreements 172–4, 175–8

Joint Venture Agreements (JVAs) 177–8
judges, oath of office 291
judicial review 233–44, 415–26
jur novit curia principle 127

Karachi Centre for Dispute Resolution 39
KCAB (Korean Commercial Arbitration

Board) 37, 509
KCAB International Arbitration Rules

avoiding delay and expense 316
choice of lex mercatoria 134
document production 341
misconduct of arbitrators 296
number of arbitrators 247, 248
procedural steps 323
seat of arbitration 81
time limits on awards 387

KLRCA (Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for
Arbitration)

Arbitration Rules 37, 75
overview 509

Korea (Republic of)
arbitrators 258
bilateral treaty with Argentina on the

Promotion and Protection of
Investments 493

incorporation by reference 153
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Korean Commercial Arbitration Board see
KCAB

Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre for
Arbitration see KLRCA

LCIA (London Court of International
Arbitration)

establishment 6–7
office in India 38, 39
overview 511

LCIA Rules 176
League of Nations

adoption of 1923 Geneva Protocol on
Arbitration Clauses 7–8

inspiration for 6
legal systems, colonial legacies in Asia

47–8
lex arbitri

defined 58
function of 58–9
and lex fori 23, 59, 97, 98, 105, 114,

125
mandatory laws 125–6
relationship to procedural law and

arbitration rules 65–6
v arbitral procedural law 60–3

lex fori
defined 97
and lex arbitri 23, 59, 97, 98, 105,

114, 125
and supervisory, supportive and

enforcement measures in international
arbitration 99

lex mercatoria
choice by arbitral tribunal 134–5
as choice of the parties 132–3
content and codification 135–8
and non-national rules of law

131–8
lex personum 99
liberal internationalism, in international

relations theory 72
litigation, differences from arbitration

18–19
London Chamber of Arbitration see LCIA
London Court of International Arbitration see

LCIA

majority decisions 401–3
Malaysia

bilateral treaty with Cambodia for
Promotion and Protection of
Investments 496

bilateral treaty with Indonesia for the
Promotion and Protection of
Investments 498

see also KLRCA (Kuala Lumpur Regional
Centre for Arbitration)

mandatory laws
and arbitral tribunals 122–5
categories 125
constraints on party autonomy 306–7
and delocalisation 69
and freedom of parties to choose

applicable law 102
of lex arbitri 125–6
public policy and limitation on choice of

applicable law 119–26
med-arb see arb-med
Memorandum of Understanding on the

Arrangement Concerning the Mutual
Enforcement of Arbitral Awards (China
and Hong Kong 1999) 37

misconduct
arbitral institution decisions on

297–8
challenges for 294–301
court decisions on 298–301
definition and procedure of challenges

294–7
Model Law

application for setting aside as exclusive
recourse against arbitral awards
93–4

appointment of arbitrators 91–2
appropriate time to decide jurisdiction

209
arbitration agreement and substantive

claim before court 91
arbitrator challenge procedure 278
Article 19(1) on choosing institutional

rules 64
Article 20(2) on seat of arbitration 56–7
attaching conditions to agreements

182
avoiding delay and expense 316
on chairpersons 261
on changing the seat of arbitration 84
on choosing seat of arbitration 81
competence-competence rule 216, 219,

220
consent awards 398–9
correction and interpretation of awards

409
court assistance in issuing interim orders

363–5
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definition of arbitration agreements in
1985 version 90–1, 146–7

definition of arbitration agreements in
2006 version 147–9

and delocalisation 75–7
on determining the applicable substantive

law 100–1
development in 1985 15–17, 87
disclosure obligations of arbitrators

270–1
doctrine of separability 155
elaboration or qualification of setting aside

grounds of Article 34 421–3
enforcement of agreements 180
equal treatment of parties 93
on ex aequo et bono 139
ex parte preliminary orders 361–3
formal requirements for awards 382
grounds for challenge 92
hearings and written proceedings 93
interim measures in 1985 version 358
interim measures in 2006 version

358–60
and lex mercatoria 132, 134
list of countries where legislation based on

Model Law has been enacted 514
mandatory provisions of 1985 text

88–95
on misconduct of arbitrators 295
negative jurisdictional decisions

237–40
number of arbitrators 248
on objections raised by a party 207
on-site inspections 330
opt-out provisions in national statutes

64
overlap of Articles 34, 35 and 36 with New

York Convention 450–1
party-nominated co-arbitrators 262–5
positive jurisdictional decisions 235–7
procedure for constituting tribunals 251
recognition and enforcement of arbitral

awards 94–5
revision in 2006 17, 87
role in the Asia-Pacific 86–7
scope of application 89–90
security for costs 369–70
setting aside grounds and their exclusivity

419–21
written submissions 327

most favoured nation treatment, in
international investment treaties
498–9

multi-contract arbitrations, arbitral
jurisdiction 233

multi-tiered arbitration clauses 197–8
multilateral enforcement agreements

436–7
multiparty arbitrations

arbitral jurisdiction 231–2
composition of tribunals 253–6

national arbitration legislation, in
Asia-Pacific region 517

national laws, as interim measures
358–61

national treatment standard, under
international investment treaties
497

negative jurisdictional decisions, arbitral
jurisdiction 237–40

neutrality of international arbitration 1
New York Conference (1958) 9–10
New York Convention arbitration 2
New York Convention on the Recognition

and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards (1958) (‘New York Convention’)

on adjournment of enforcement
proceedings 467–8

on arbitrability 460, 461–7
arbitration agreements 147, 149
Article V(1) and enforcement refusal

451–60
Article V(2) and enforcement refusal

460, 461–7
and award not yet binding or set aside

459–60
on changing the seat of arbitration 84
and commercial reservation 441–3
on delocalisation (Articles I, V & VII)

73–5
development and adoption 9–10
documents required for enforcement

443–4
effectiveness 427–30
enforcement of agreements and awards

24–5, 179–80
on excess of jurisdiction 455–7
impact on international arbitration 11
implementation 431–5
importance for international commercial

arbitration 30
incorporation of arbitration clause by

reference 154–5
on irregularity in procedure or composition

of arbitral tribunal 457–9
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(‘New York Convention’) (cont.)
list of states that are party to convention

515–16
and ‘New York Convention arbitration’ 2
overlap with Articles 34, 35 and 36 of

Model Law 450–1
parties to 10
on party incapacity or agreement invalidity

451–3
principle of comity 10
pro-enforcement bias 10
on public policy 461–7
and reciprocity reservation 440–1
refusal of enforcement (Article V) 62
retroactivity 444
scope of application 437–40
on violation of due process 453–5

New Zealand, adoption of 2006 amendments
to the Model Law 35

non-contractual claims
characterisation 114–15
law applicable 113–14
law applicable to torts claims in absence of

choice 116–19
parties’ choice of law applicable 115–16

non-domestic awards 400–1, 438–9
non-national rules of law, and the lex

mercatoria 131–8
non-participating parties 330–2
North American Free Trade Agreement 145

objective arbitrability 60, 186–9, 229,
461

OECD, Draft Convention on the Protection of
Foreign Property (1962) 12

on-site inspections 329–30

Pakistan
bilateral treaty with Switzerland on

promotion and protection of
investments 499

difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 41

partial awards 396
parties to arbitration, equal treatment under

Model Law 93
party autonomy 305–8

choices 23
and non-contractual claims 115–16

party default 330–2
pathological arbitration agreements

199–201
PDRCI (Philippines Dispute Resolution

Centre Inc) Rules 81, 249, 303
Peace of Westphalia (1648) 66–7

People’s Republic of China see China
(Mainland); Hong Kong

Permanent Court of Arbitration 6
Pertamina case 60, 62–3, 70, 77–8, 418,

460
Philippines

bilateral treaty with Switzerland on
promotion and protection of
investments 499

difficulties in arbitration legal
environment 40, 41–2, 466

doctrine of separability 155, 162
Philippines Dispute Resolution Centre Inc

(PDRCI), Rules 81, 249, 303
place of arbitration see seat of arbitration
pleadings, procedures under common law,

civil law and international arbitration
319, 320–2

Porter v Magill test 284, 285–6,
287

post-hearing, procedures under common
law, civil law and international
arbitration 321

Practice Guidelines on the Pre-Appointment
Interview of Prospective Arbitrators
265–6

preliminary order 358, 361–3
privacy and confidentiality 371–8
private international law, application of

general principles 109–10
procedural law

choosing a foreign procedural law 61–2
function 59
relationship to arbitration rules and lex

arbitri 65–6
v arbitration rules 63–5
v lex arbitri 60–3

procedural law and practice: sources
expert publications 31
free trade agreements 30–1
industry self-regulation 32
international conventions 30
international sources 30
investment treaties 30–1
national or domestic sources 29–30
published international arbitral awards

33
regional conventions 30
rules of arbitral institutions as sources

31
seminal cases from national jurisdictions

32–3
supranational and quasi-legal sources

31–3
types 28–33
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procedural pyramid 65–6
procedural rights and duties

arbitrators’ duty to avoid delay and
expense 316–18

right to equal treatment 315–16
right to present a case 313–15

procedural rules see arbitration rules
procedure of arbitration

arbitral proceedings 322–37
arbitration rules 308–11
balancing common law and civil law

procedure 318–22
core procedural rights and duties

313–18
evidence 337–54
flexibility 304
hearings 354–7
IBA Rules on taking of evidence

312–13
interim measures 357–68
party autonomy 305–8
privacy and confidentiality 370
security for costs 369–70
see also arbitral procedure

provisional awards 396–8
public policy, and mandatory laws limiting

choice of applicable law 119–26

realism
in international relations theory

71–2
and state sovereignty 71–2

reasonable apprehension test 283, 287
reasonable suspicion test 283, 285–6
reciprocity reservation 440–1
recognition of awards 427
regional conventions, as sources of

procedural law and practice in
international arbitration 30

Rome Convention on the Law Applicable to
Contractual Obligations (1980) 110

Rome I Regulation 120–1
Rome II Regulation 116, 117–18, 125

Saw Pipes case 77, 420, 422–3, 465
seat of arbitration

application of substantive law 104,
106–7

changing 83–6
conflict of laws rules 104–5, 107–8
default mechanisms for choosing 81–2
defined 55
delocalisation and international relations

theory 71–2

delocalisation and relevant legal
provisions 72–8

delocalised view of link to arbitration
proceedings 68–70

distinguished from venue of hearings
55–8

enforcement options 436
factors to consider in choosing 82–3
function of 22
general principles for choosing 80
and geographic and infrastructure

convenience 83
neutrality 83
state control over awards 415–17
traditional view of link to arbitration

proceedings 66–7
versus place of arbitration 55

security for costs 369–70
separability see doctrine of separability
separate opinions 401–3
setting aside awards

at seat of arbitration 417
elaboration or qualification of Model Law

Article 34 grounds 421–3
failing to make a timely objection 424
foreign awards 418–19
Model Law setting aside grounds and their

exclusivity 419–21
setting aside jurisdictional decisions

424
SIAC (Singapore International Arbitration

Centre), overview 510
SIAC Rules

applicable version of rules 311
arbitrator challenge process 277
avoiding delay and expense 316
competence-competence rule 216
confidentiality 376
drafting awards 388–9
enforcement 469
formal appointment of arbitrators

267
general obligations and potential liability

of arbitrators 268
institutional involvement and supervision

195
joinder 176
number of arbitrators 248
procedure for constituting tribunals

250–1
replacement of arbitrators 303
scrutiny of draft award 389–90
seat of arbitration 55, 82, 176
updated 37
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Singapore
adoption of 2006 amendments to the

Model Law 35
bilateral treaty with Indonesia on the

Promotion and Protection of
Investments (2005) 30

importance as an arbitration jurisdiction
36–7

International Arbitration (Amendment)
Bill (2009) 35, 150

Singapore International Arbitration Centre
see SIAC

Singapore–Australia Free Trade Agreement
(2003) 30

‘soft laws’ 31
sole arbitrators 261–2
South Korea see Korea (Republic of)
sovereign immunity 473–6
Spain

bilateral treaty with Argentina 498
bilateral treaty with Chile 498

state immunity 473–6
state sovereignty

challenges to 72
and international arbitration 66–7
in realism 71–2

states, as parties to international arbitration
3

subjective arbitrability 182–6
submission agreements 146
substantive law applicable

in absence of party choice 102–5
conflict of laws methodology adopted by

international arbitrators 105–13
and conflict of laws rules of seat of

arbitration 104–5, 107–8
content of applicable law 126–9
freedom of parties to choose the applicable

law 101–2
and law with closest connection to the

dispute 105, 110–11
and law of seat of arbitration 104,

106–7
mandatory laws and public policy

119–26
non-national rules of law and the lex

mercatoria 131–8
and substance of the dispute 100–19
to non-contractual claims 113–14
and trade usages 129–31
types of conflict of law issues 96–100
where parties have not agreed 102

Swiss Rules of International Arbitration
176–7

Switzerland
bilateral treaty with Pakistan on promotion

and protection of investments 499
bilateral treaty with Philippines on

promotion and protection of
investments 499

Taiwan, reciprocity reservation 441
terms of reference 326
third party notices, arbitration agreements

172–4, 178–9
time limits

for enforcement 444–5
for setting aside action 424–6

tort law
law applicable to torts claims in absence of

choice 116–19
nature of 115–16

Tractoroexport case 85–6
trade usages, and applicable law 129–31
Treaty of Washington (1871) 5
trifurcation 330

umbrella clauses, in international investment
treaties 499

UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law)

development of Model Law in 1985
15–17, 87

establishment and operation 14
revision of Model Law in 2006 17, 56

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules
appropriate time to decide jurisdiction

209
arbitrator challenge process 277
avoiding delay and expense 317
on chairpersons 261
initiating the arbitration 324
majority decisions 401
number of arbitrators 249–50
on objections raised by a party 207
procedural rules 309
replacement of arbitrators 303
revision of 171–2
right to equal treatment 315
right to present a case 313
significance of 14–15, 31
use as ad hoc rules 197
writing requirement for arbitration

agreements, 150
UNCITRAL Model Law on International

Commercial Arbitration see Model Law
UNCITRAL Notes on Organising Arbitral

Proceedings
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on confidentiality 378
on-site inspections 330

UNCITRAL Working Group
negative jurisdictional decisions

239
revision of Arbitration Rules 171–2

UNIDROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts 133, 135

United Nations
Conference on International Commercial

Arbitration 1958 (New York
Conference) 9–10

inspiration for 6
United Nations Commission on International

Trade Law, see UNCITRAL
United Nations Compensation Commission

351
United Nations Economic and Social Council

(ECOSOC) 9
United Nations General Assembly,

Resolution 1803 Permanent Sovereignty
over Natural Resources (1962) 12

United States, early lack of legal recognition
of arbitrator’s decisions 5

Venture Global case 77, 225, 366, 418,
423

venue of hearings, distinguished from seat of
arbitration 55–8

Vietnam, commercial reservation 442–3
Vietnam Arbitration Centre, Arbitration

Rules 195, 278
Vis (East) Moot Competition 38–9

waiver 92, 204, 206, 211–14, 293–4,
310–11, 424, 474–6

Washington Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States (1965) see
ICSID Convention

Washington, George 5
Western States

early critics of arbitration 4–5
early recourse to arbitration 4

witness conferencing 352–4
witness evidence

in arbitral proceedings 346–8
IBA Rules of Evidence 348–50

witness statements or affidavits, procedures
under common law, civil law and
international arbitration 319–20

World Bank, and 1965 ICSID Convention
12–13, 482, 484, 504

written submissions
arbitral proceedings 326–8
common law, civil law and international

arbitration procedures compared 319,
320–2
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